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Machine learning for COVID-19—asking the right questions
COVID-19, caused by the novel severe acute respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), has put health-
care systems worldwide into crisis.1 The speed with 
which health-care resources have been consumed has 
in some countries exceeded supply of personal protective 
equipment and ventilators, the unprecedented need for 
the latter as a result of life-threatening respiratory failure 
that characterises severe disease.

Among the principal diagnostic imaging modalities, 
both chest x-ray and CT have quickly produced a large 
amount of data on COVID-19, enabling the development 
of machine learning algo rithms, a form of artificial 
intelligence (AI). Well before the COVID-19 pandemic, 
enthusiasm around machine learning-based technology 
in medical imaging had notably increased. Now, 
huge datasets emerging from China, and increasingly 
from European countries, have generated numerous 
publications reporting AI applications in COVID-19. 

What remains to be seen is how many of these 
applications will prove to be clinically useful. The first 
step to achieving this goal is to define the clinical need 
for which a solution will improve or transform clinical 
care. The danger is that without expert clinical oversight, 
applied AI research might result in solutions’ looking for 
problems: a form of supply trying to find demand, rather 
than the other way around. Although AI-based medical 
imaging research is published frequently, the number 
of systems validated in clinical trials and implemented 
in clinical practice is comparatively small.2 Google 
Deepmind’s collaboration with Moorfields Eye Hospital 
(London, UK)3 might be considered a prototypical 
example of expert clinical oversight driving technical 
innovation, where a high accuracy, automated solution 
to analyse optical coherence tomography retinal scans 
was developed to address the huge volume of scans done 
globally each year. Similar, problem-focused applications 
of machine learning are now being implemented in 
the National Health Service, UK, including Microsoft’s 
InnerEye technology for radiotherapy planning to 
save time and Heart Flow’s machine-learning tool for 
3D coronary modelling from cardiac CT, which provides 
decision support to clinicians assessing a patient’s need 
for coronary angiography.4 

However, for COVID-19, research questions risk foc-
using too much on generating novel machine learning 

models without fully considering its practical application 
and potential biases. 

Occasionally the speed and accuracy of machine 
learning algorithms are reported on the basis of 
perfor mance in clinical scenarios that do not accurately 
reflect clinical practice. Sometimes comparisons 
between algorithm and human performance are unba-
lanced. In most cases a computer has been trained to 
detect a specific abnormality (eg, COVID-19-related 
parenchymal disease), whereas a radiologist is usually 
responsible for detecting any abnormality (including 
inci dental findings such as pulmonary nodules 
or pulmonary emboli).  

Machine learning-based CT analysis has also been 
suggested as a promising screening tool for COVID-19, 
and in at least one study outperformed viral real-
time PCR testing.5 However, these results need to be 
interpreted cautiously. Studies done during a pandemic 
are inherently hampered by artificially high disease 
prevalence and the selected nature of participants, 
whose disease severity warranted hospital admission 
and CT evaluation. Ideally, algorithms need to be 
trained on the full spectrum of disease, including 
asymptomatic and early-stage cases, if CT interpretation 
by machine learning can be applied to real-world data 
with confidence. Furthermore, a consensus must 
be reached on what the best data labelling strategy 
might be: are only patients with positive real-time PCR 
considered to be infected with SARS-CoV-2? Should 
data labelling incorporate multidisciplinary information 
such as the presence of a cough or fever? How does a 
study participant’s exposure to an infected relative or 
household member alter algorithm training? In most 
cases, machine learning algorithms will be developed 
on retrospective, clinically indicated data that are often 
imperfect. However, rather than invalidate model 
training, incorporating all the statistical noise associated 
with real-world clinical data in model training might 
improve an algorithm’s clinical applicability.

Undoubtedly, COVID-19 offers many exciting opp-
ortunities for applied AI research. But research 
questions must be prioritised according to their  
probable clinical effect. As we learn more about the 
natural history of COVID-19, it has become apparent 
that the disease progresses in stages.6 The need to 
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pre-empt deterioration and personalise preventative 
interventions have emerged as a priority. Currently, 
imaging research has focused on diagnosis on the 
basis of appearances once the disease has progressed. 
Detection of disease at the earliest stages, when initi-
ation of appropriate therapy is likely to be most 
effective, would be more useful. CT also has a well 
established role as a prognostic tool in many diffuse 
lung diseases, particularly when combined with clinical 
data. This finding is of importance in COVID-19; given 
that a primary concern for health-care providers is 
becoming overwhelmed by patients requiring intensive 
care and ventilatory support, accurate prognostication 
is arguably a more pressing clinical problem than 
diagnosis.7 For COVID-19, training an algorithm to 
predict outcomes such as mortality, intensive care unit 
admission, or need for mechanical ventilation could 
have considerable clinical effect.8–10  

An untapped resource in patients with COVID-19 
is the availability of chest x-rays at multiple time 
points early in a patient’s disease. In other respira-
tory disorders, short-term disease behaviour is the 
strongest predictor of long-term outcome.9 By incor-
porating sequential chest x-rays into model training, 
novel imaging features of progressive disease, inc-
luding features inaccessible to the human eye, might 
be disclosed. More generally, although patients with 
comorbid conditions represent a population at high 
clinical risk, it is currently not possible to identify 
patients with no underlying health issues but who are 
also likely to develop progressive disease. The availa-
bility of objective stratification tools to rapidly assess 
a patient would assist frontline health-care workers 
in making difficult decisions about the allocation of 
scarce resources.8 

If the history of pandemics is any guide, moments of 
crises can accelerate innovation, in part by creating per -
missive environments for collaboration. The COVID-19 
pandemic is no different, as shown by the rapid setup of 
responses, such as the Imaging COVID-19 AI initiative, 
a multi-centre European project for pooling CT images 
across vast and diverse populations to power machine 
learning research. However, the starting point for 
this project has again focused largely on diagnosis; 
reorienting research questions towards pressing clinical 
problems including outcome prediction, with use of 
baseline or short-term data, might be more fruitful. 

Machine learning algorithms are often modular, 
meaning that new algorithms generated during this 
pan demic might be successfully repurposed for other 
pulmonary diseases in the future. 

Lastly, balancing light-touch regulation—as has 
increasingly been the position advocated by gov-
ernments—with robust ethical standards is essential 
to build an environment that enables rapid review and 
appropriate ethical approval. However, we must avoid 
rushing through unproven solutions in response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. As always, there will be a balance 
of risk and rapidity, and the key to optimising this 
balance is to define the needs for which solutions 
will have the greatest clinical value. With the right 
collaboration between clinical and machine learning 
expertise, the current public health crisis might mark 
the beginning of a decade when AI in health care 
delivers on its promises of wide, transformative clinical 
impact. 
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